
Eathorpe Village Hall Committee: Minutes of Meeting Held 15/01/15 
 
Present: David French (Chair), Pete Baum, Sue Burt, Joan Goddard, Suzanne Goddard,  
Caroline Green, Ann Jackson, Graham Peck, Calvin Woodings. 
 
Apologies:    Denis McDaid, Chris Atkins 
 
Matters Arising 

● The outside light was not working.  Maybe a new sensor was needed. Graham would 
call the electrician. 

● Wheelchair access was difficult due to a small step forming where the gravel had been 
washed away from the paving edge. 

● David had continued to clear mice from the roof space and thought they were now under 
control.  Kenilworth Pest Control services were recommended if more action needed. 

● Gary the Gardener would be providing a quote for slab relaying. 
● The hall needs a “Private Party in Progress” sign. (People have wandered in to use the 

loo during private events.) 
 
Financial Report 
Denis’s email noted: 

● None of the Christmas lights money has been deposited in our bank account as yet. 
● Income is a bit behind expenditure to date but the three planned events should fill the 

coffers a bit. 
●  Xmas lights income remains to be banked. 

 
The Xmas lights collection buckets had gathered £2351 which would be split 40/40/20 between 
the Downs syndrome charity, the Diabetes charity and the Village Hall Trust after a donation to 
Wappenbury church.  The latter was agreed at £75 
 
ETTC 
Deferred until Chris can attend 
 
Events  
Sue reported on Live and Local: 

● Feb 7th - Big Daddy v Giant Haystacks.  Tickets still available. 
● The Beer festival was being arranged for  27th and 28th Feb and possibly 1st March.  

Publicity was now needed.  Caroline suggested Bill could contact Vic Minette? at BBC 
CWR. 

● The Plough could now open in March and could be involved in the beer festival. 
● Andrean Lazarov would perform 2 concerts on Saturday and Sunday (dates?)and would 

also do Masterclass for local piano students.  We should invite Mary Rhodes from BBC 
Midlands Today. Tickets will sell out quickly. 

● A Craft Fair selling food would not be possible due to the difficulty of complying with 
food regulations.  Hill Top Farm were doing one and it would be hard to compete. 



● A Games Evening was again discussed, both the pub games, racing and betting games 
and casino games. 

● Jonathan Hofstadter was mentioned as a possible enthusiast for a Cinema evening, 
possibly with a fish and chip supper provided by Cubbington Chippy. 

 
Joan’s Successor 
There were no volunteers to take over as booking secretary so running new bookings would be 
difficult.   

● We were close to balancing the books with the existing regulars so could begin to turn 
down events such as weddings and non-village parties.  The website should be altered 
to reflect this policy - maybe a list of allowed events? (Calvin/Suzanne) 

● We needed an assessment of how the finances would look without any new bookings at 
all and hence obtain an idea of how many new bookings would be needed for financial 
stability (Denis). 

● Joan’s tasks could be split into 3.  Taking calls/bookings/invoicing, showing hirer’s how 
to use the Hall, and checking that all is in order afterwards. 

● Suzanne would deal with enquiries for the next few months.  Afterwards maybe the 
enquiries could be dealt with by committee members on a monthly rota? 

● The diary of events would have to be on-line for all committee members to see. 
(Calvin/Suzanne) 

● New bookings should ideally become regulars capable of being self-sustaining (potential 
key holders).  With evenings being full, these have to be daytime events. 

● Before a new booking is accepted, the potential hirer should be told that acceptance 
depends on a committee volunteer being found to look after it. 

● We should relook at the keybox idea proposed when Joan started.  Ivan bought a box 
which might still be available.  (David would check. The idea here is that a PIN-protected 
box containing keys could be fixed outside the Hall and hirers given the PIN to let 
themselves in.) 

 
After the meeting David circulated an email - see Appendix. 
 
AOB 

● Should we broaden the scope of www.eathorpe.org.uk to deal with non-Hall issues as 
Marton do?  e.g Parish Council issues?  (Suzanne/Calvin)                                

 
Next meeting:   Tuesday 24th February 8pm 
AGM:   Wednesday 18th March 8pm (pre-meeting 7pm?) 
 
 
Calvin Woodings – 21/1/2015 
 
Appendix - email from David to Committee 
 



I thought it might be useful to summarise what I understand to be the established position about village 
hall events and their financial underpinnings. This issue took me a little by surprise at the meeting and I 
fear I may not have been very clear. 
 
1. When we started, for example Live and Local events, there was no expectation that they would make 
money.  But they - and other events - have come to be a major income stream for the Hall and one that 
we would find difficult to replace. 
 
2.  So I think we've got to a position (without ever making a formal decision) in which, given that the hall 
depends on the income, all events are expected to at least cover their costs and, normally, hold out the 
possibility of profit. 
 
3.  In some cases, notably the Beer Festival, we may be balancing the reality of substantial expenditure 
against the prospect of considerable profit.  But the overall principle applies - so that if, for example, bad 
weather led to a loss in one year, our planning should hold out the probability that this would be more 
than compensated for in other years. 
 
4.  Of course we do in effect subsidise some events - e.g. HiDay Fridays and the Macmillan fundraising 
events - by not charging the normal rental without the prospect of compensatory income.  But these are 
exceptions to the normal rule. 
 
I hope this helps clarify the position for any future events.  But please understand - what I've tried to do is 
to write down what I think is implicit in our established practice. If anyone else sees things differently, 
please say so. 
 


